
Chapter One 

Analysis Mania 

Justus Liebig is widely regarded as the nineteenth century’s greatest chemist.1  Liebig is famous for 

developing the world’s first school for chemical research and a new piece of chemical glassware he 

called the Kaliapparat (potash apparatus).  Iconic from the start, Liebig’s Kaliapparat remains familiar 

to present-day chemists everywhere from the American Chemical Society logo.2  Triumphalist 

accounts of Liebig are based on the attractive proposition that when Liebig invented the Kaliapparat 

in 1830 he solved the problem of organic analysis, and that this achievement was crucial in 

propelling his rapid rise to fame.  These accounts also assume it was always obvious to Liebig that 

doing organic analysis would be his route to success, and that he intended to found a school for 

research in this area right from the start.3 

This standard account of Liebig is, in large part, derived from what Liebig himself later wrote – 

autobiographical recollections that entered the historical literature through the first biography of 

Liebig, written by his devoted pupil Jacob Volhard.4  Despite numerous more recent studies of 

                                                
1 James R. Partington, A History of Chemistry Vol. 4 (London: Macmillan, 1964), 300.   
2 www.acs.org. 
3 Organic analysis is the process by which chemists determine the composition of organic 
compounds in terms of their constituent elements: carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and (sometimes) 
nitrogen.  The nature of the early nineteenth-century problem confronting organic analysis is 
examined below in The State of the Field. 
4 Jakob Volhard, Justus Liebig, Vol. 1 (Leipzig: Barth, 1909).  According to Volhard’s pupil Daniel 
Vorländer, “Jacob Volhard,” Berichte der deutschen chemischen Gesellschaft 45 (1912): 1855–1902, 1856, 
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Liebig, the central elements of this hagiography have remained unchallenged until now.  Generations 

of historians and chemists have continued to take for granted that Liebig solved the problem of 

organic analysis by inventing the Kaliapparat and building a school in which students learned to use 

this new analytical device.  For these scholars, the self-evidence of Liebig’s achievements made it 

superfluous to explain his choices and ambitions, and unnecessary to consider what resources 

enabled him to succeed – never mind asking why Liebig ultimately became so disillusioned with his 

chosen field of research that he abandoned it.5 

By leaving us without answers to such fundamental questions, moreover, existing studies of Liebig’s 

early career have obscured other equally important issues – including the mid-century turn to 

synthesis that is a lynch pin of this book.6  Addressing these questions is the mission of my opening 

three chapters, which together cast the origins of organic synthesis in an entirely new light.  By 

                                                
Volhard lodged with Liebig, who was a close family friend, while studying in Giessen.  See also 
James Campbell Brown, “Justus Liebig: An Autobiographical Sketch,” 25-43, in idem, Essays and 
Addresses (London: Churchill, 1914). 
5 Though my interpretation of Liebig’s early career differs substantially from theirs, I have benefitted 
enormously from previous scholars’ work in this area.  Jack B. Morrell, “The chemist breeders: the 
research schools of Liebig and Thomas Thomson,” Ambix 19 (1972): 1–46, began modern studies of 
Liebig.  Morrell’s study relied heavily on Volhard’s biography and his research school approach set 
the tone for much later work including Joseph S. Fruton, “The Liebig research group—a 
reappraisal,” Proc. Am. Phil. Soc. 132 (1988): 1–66; and Frederic L. Holmes, “The complementarity of 
teaching and research in Liebig’s laboratory,” Osiris 5 (1989): 121–164.  See also Frederic L. Holmes, 
“Liebig,” 329-350, in Charles Gillespie, ed. Dictionary of Scientific Biography, Vol. 8 (New York: 
Scribner, 1973).  Liebig has since found his modern biographer in William H. Brock, Justus Liebig: the 
chemical gatekeeper (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992); while Alan J. Rocke, “Organic 
Analysis in Comparative Perspective: Liebig, Dumas, and Berzelius, 1811-1837,” in Instruments and 
Experimentation ed. by Frederic L. Holmes and Trevor Levere, pp. 275-310 (MIT Press: Cambridge, 
2000), and Melvyn C. Usselman, Christina Reinhart, Kelly Foulser, and Alan J. Rocke, “Restaging 
Liebig: A study in the replication of experiments,” Annals of Science 62 (2005): 1-55, helped focus my 
attention on Liebig’s Kaliapparat. 
6 Morrell, “chemist breeders,” 8, for example, included synthesis among Liebig’s accomplishments 
without providing either evidence or explanation for this statement.  Today, organic synthesis is a 
powerful series of methods that enable chemists to produce virtually any organic compound in the 
laboratory.  The products of synthesis may be artificial, or identical to compounds found in living 
nature. 
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taking seriously the contingencies of his early career, this chapter explains why Liebig decided to 

tackle organic analysis, how he came to invent the Kaliapparat, and what he in fact accomplished 

using it.  This work was so intense that it drove Liebig into the grip of what his friend and fellow 

chemist Friedrich Wöhler called “analysis mania.”7  Despite Liebig’s efforts, the Kaliapparat did not 

solve the problem of organic analysis.  But, as we shall see, it not only established Liebig’s career, it 

also enabled him to set organic chemistry on an entirely new course. 

Paris to Giessen 

Let us begin by recalling that Liebig was once young, poor, and unknown.  Second son of a 

hardware merchant in Darmstadt, whose business included making the varnishes, paints, polishes, 

and pigments sold in his shop, Liebig became interested in chemistry at an early age.  In 1822, when 

he was just nineteen, Liebig won state funds to travel to the French capital Paris on the 

recommendation of his chemistry professor, Karl Wilhelm Gottlob Kastner.8  Paris, city of the great 

Antoine Laurent Lavoisier, was at that time the undisputed center of chemical excellence in teaching 

as well as research.  While there, Liebig entered the laboratory of Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac, where 

he learned the state-of-the-art in organic analysis, a method that embodied the pinnacle of early 

nineteenth-century precision science.9 

Working under Gay-Lussac’s direction, and with his apparatus, Liebig provided the first reliable 

analysis of silver fulminate, a highly explosive substance whose use in gunpowder and percussion 

caps made it a focus of common interest among chemists throughout Europe.  When Gay-Lussac 

                                                
7 Liebig-Wöhler letters (referred to hereafter as L-W), letter 35, Wöhler to Liebig, 28 November 
1830. 
8 Brock, Gatekeeper, 5-9, 27. 
9 Analysis measured how much of each chemical element a substance contained, expressed as 
percentage composition and, ultimately, formula.  Organic analysis studied substances derived from 
plant and animal sources. 
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presented Liebig’s results to the Parisian Academy in early 1824 they were justly admired.10  Liebig 

was ideally positioned to launch a career in chemical research: in Paris, already contributing to 

chemistry’s cutting edge, and rapidly coming to the notice of leaders in his field. 

Within months of this Parisian triumph, Liebig traveled to Giessen to take up a position as 

extraordinary professor of chemistry in the university.11  Lacking an independent source of income, 

Liebig was bound to comply with his patrons’ wish that he should return to his homeland.  He was 

well aware that Giessen – a small market town in the rural German state of Hessen Darmstadt – did 

not offer the advantages of Paris, or even of his hometown, Darmstadt.  “I have no great desire to 

go to Giessen,” Liebig had written to his parents a year earlier, “I would prefer a position in 

Darmstadt, in the medical college or in some other suitable place.”12 

Having tasted early success and the intellectual excitement of Paris, Liebig’s move to Giessen 

transformed his situation.  This was the start of a period of desperate struggle, for resources and for 

recognition.  How to acquire an income, when his professorial appointment provided none?  How 

to do research with only “100 Gulden for the laboratory and for buying instruments, reagents and 

materials?”13  How to build his scientific reputation from somewhere that offered such “restricted 

                                                
10 Fulminates are dangerously unstable salts produced by reacting the metal with nitric acid in the 
presence of alcohol.  Justus Liebig, “Sur l’Argent et le Mercure Fulminans,” Annales de chimie et de 
physique 24 (1823), 294-317, described his early investigations of silver and mercury fulminates, work 
that was brought to completion the following year in Justus Liebig and Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac, 
“Analyse du fulminate d’argent,” Annales de Chimie et de Physique 25 (1824), 285-31. 
11 Brock, Gatekeeper, 33-35, explained how this position was negotiated on Liebig’s behalf. 
12 Liebig to his parents, 30 March 1823 from Paris, in Ernst Berl, ed. Briefe von Justus Liebig: Nach 
neuen Funden. (Giessen: Liebig-Museum-Gesellschaft, 1928), 52. 
13 Liebig to August Walloth, 23 September 1824 from Giessen, in Berl, Briefe, 75. 
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opportunities” for chemistry?14  How, in Liebig’s own words, to “manage with so little?”15  No 

wonder Liebig left Paris with such reluctance. 

Adversarial Analysis 

Locked in a struggle to establish himself, Liebig looked for ways to overcome the disadvantages of 

his Giessen situation.  Although this has been largely overlooked by historians focused on Liebig’s 

analytical successes, his research ranged widely during the 1820s.16  Liebig’s first independent foray 

into organic analysis ended badly, and he did not devote himself to this sphere until 1830.  Learning 

how and why Liebig came to focus on organic analysis is a necessary precursor to understanding 

what drove him to invent the Kaliapparat. 

Following his arrival in Giessen, Liebig continued to rely on work done in Paris as he attempted to 

develop an independent career.  In 1825, he used his Parisian analysis of silver fulminate to challenge 

Friedrich Wöhler, a former pupil of Swedish master analyst Jöns Jacob Berzelius.  Wöhler was 

becoming a successful young chemist in the Prussian capital, Berlin.  He had recently published an 

analysis of a quite different compound, silver cyanate.  The problem was that Wöhler’s formula for 

silver cyanate matched the formula Liebig had previously assigned to silver fulminate – something 

established chemical theory indicated was impossible.  Liebig was convinced Wöhler must be wrong, 

and published accordingly.  A heated, public exchange between the two young men ensued.  Their 

quarrel was noted as far away as Paris.  Wöhler’s mentor Berzelius intervened to resolve the dispute.  

                                                
14 Liebig to his parents, 28 April 1823 from Paris, in Berl, Briefe, 52-3. 
15 Liebig to August Walloth, 23 September 1824 from Giessen, in Berl, Briefe, 75. 
16 Holmes, “Complementarity,” for example, takes Liebig’s focus on analysis completely for granted. 
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In the end, the two young chemists agreed it was possible for two distinct organic substances to 

have the same formula – a phenomenon Berzelius later called “isomerism.”17 

This episode has previously been interpreted as early evidence for Liebig’s unsuitably belligerent 

behavior.18  I suggest it makes much better sense of what followed to explain Liebig’s challenge to 

Wöhler as an ill-fated attempt to build his reputation.  Liebig’s archive reveals an ambitious and 

extraordinarily hard-working man, as capable of friendship and loyalty as he was occasionally 

intemperate.  At this crucial stage in his career, Liebig lacked a mentor to guide him.  Seen in the 

context of his reluctant removal from Paris, and the isolation and limited resources associated with 

his position in Giessen, this attempt to establish himself – if not in the eyes of elite Parisian chemists 

then at least in Germany’s leading chemical venue, Berlin – appears reasonable if somewhat ill-

judged.  It may indicate impatience but otherwise smacks of youthful naivety rather than 

ungentlemanly aggression. 

Liebig returned to Paris on several occasions following this unsuccessful attempt to enhance his 

professional standing.  Perhaps initially drawn to seek Gay-Lussac’s guidance, Liebig soon began 

using these trips to try to recreate Paris in Giessen.  In 1826, he transported Parisian analytical 

apparatus to Giessen and started using it.  The next year, he taught his student Heinrich Buff how to 

do organic analysis the Parisian way.19  In late 1828, Liebig traveled to Paris to take lessons in 

                                                
17 Alan J. Rocke, Chemical Atomism in the Nineteenth Century: From Dalton to Cannizzaro (Columbus: 
Ohio State University Press, 1984), 173; Volhard, Liebig I, 403.  Jöns Jacob Berzelius, Jahres-Bericht 
über die Fortschritte der physischen Wissenschaften: Eingericht an die schwedische Akademie der Wissenschaften, den 
31. März 1831. Vol. II. Transl. Friedrich Wöhler. (Tübingen: Laupp, 1832), 44-48, 47. 
18 Liebig’s quarrelsome behavior has become a common trope in the history of chemistry, e.g. 
Morrell, “Chemist Breeders,” 32-33; Holmes, “Liebig,” 337; and especially James R. Partington, A 
History of Chemistry Vol. 4 (London: Macmillan, 1964), 299-300. 
19 Heinrich Buff, “Ueber Indigsäure und Indigharz,” Jahrbuch der Chemie und Physik 21 (1827): 38-59. 
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glassblowing so that he could repair this apparatus for himself.20  And in 1829, he attempted to 

analyze uric acid derived from human urine and hippuric acid, the analogous substance derived from 

horse urine. 

This work marked an important watershed in Liebig’s career.21  Both uric and hippuric acids 

contained nitrogen in addition to carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen.  The presence of nitrogen 

considerably increased the difficulty of analysis.  Especially in the case of hippuric acid, which 

contained very little nitrogen, Liebig now confronted some serious technical problems.  In fact, 

hippuric acid contained so little nitrogen that its discoverer, the Parisian pharmacist Hilaire Marin 

Rouelle, had first identified it with benzoic acid, which contains no nitrogen at all.  Liebig soon 

concluded from analyses made using Parisian apparatus that it was possible to achieve “no sharply 

defined result” for the small amount of nitrogen in hippuric acid.  This experience suggested to 

Liebig that there was a general problem with the Parisian method of measuring the nitrogen content 

of organic compounds.22  As we shall see, this was how organic analysis – and especially the problem 

of nitrogen determination – became the focus of Liebig’s research. 

Just as when challenging Wöhler, Liebig began by drawing upon his previous Parisian experience.  

When Liebig analyzed silver fulminate (which also contains nitrogen) he and Gay-Lussac had begun 

using a vacuum pump to remove air from the apparatus.  Liebig now rationalized the difficulty of 

analyzing hippuric acid as a consequence of residual atmospheric nitrogen within the analytical 

                                                
20 Liebig to his wife, 2 Nov. 1828, in Justus von Liebig in eigenen Zeugnissen und solchen seiner Zeitgenossen, 
ed. Herta v. Dechend (Weinheim: Chemie, 1953), 24, quoted in Volhard, Liebig, 124. 
21 Holmes, “Liebig,” 331, noted that Liebig’s interest in uric acid drew him into mainstream organic 
chemistry but did not explain how. 
22 Justus Liebig, “Ueber die Säure welche in dem Harn der grasfressenden vierfüssigen Thiere 
enthalten ist,” Annalen der Physik und Chemie 17 (1829): 389-399, 390, 391.  Liebig’s paper was 
published in French translation as “Sur l’Acide contenu dans l’urine des quadrupèdes herbivores,” 
Annales de Chimie et de Physique 43 (1830): 188-98. 
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apparatus.  Because air contains so much nitrogen, residual air would significantly increase the 

amount of nitrogen measured in the analysis.  The less nitrogen a substance contained, Liebig 

reasoned, the greater effect this contamination would have on the analysis.  The solution was to 

remove air from the apparatus by using a vacuum pump. 

Liebig now made a fateful choice, one that would bring him into a new field of analysis and so into 

direct conflict with Paris.  Seeking to demonstrate the importance of using a vacuum pump in the 

analysis of substances containing little nitrogen, Liebig included a new analysis of the opium alkaloid, 

morphine, at the heart of his paper on hippuric acid.23  Liebig chose morphine because – like 

hippuric acid – it contained only a very small amount of nitrogen.  This was a rational choice: as one 

of the most widely used drugs of the day, morphine was relatively easy to obtain in pure form from 

pharmacists.  But it was also a high stakes choice.  The best previous analysis of morphine had been 

published in 1823 by Jean Baptiste Dumas and Pierre Joseph Pelletier.24 

Pelletier was one of the most respected pharmaceutical chemists in Paris, and the revered co-

discoverer of quinine and several other medicinally valuable members of the alkaloid family.25  

Dumas, meanwhile, was rapidly emerging as the rising star of Parisian chemistry, and was by this 

time increasingly being viewed as a worthy successor to Lavoisier.26  When Liebig published this 

work in 1829, his analysis indicated that morphine contained about 10% less nitrogen than Dumas 

                                                
23 Alkaloids are a family of medicinally important, nitrogen-containing compounds derived from 
plants. 
24 Jean Baptiste Dumas and Pierre-Joseph Pelletier, “Recherches sur la Composition Élémentaire et 
quelques Propriétés Charactéristiques des Bases Salifiables Organiques,” Annales de chimie et de 
physique 24 (1823), 163-191. 
25 Pelletier and Joseph Bienaimé Caventou isolated a series of medicinally important alkaloids 
including emetine (1817), strychnine (1818) and brucine (1819) as well as quinine (1820) and caffeine 
(1821).  All the alkaloids contained nitrogen, frequently in tiny amounts, and they were classified as a 
family by their ability to react with acids, a somewhat unusual property for organic compounds. 
26 Alan J. Rocke, Nationalizing Science: Adolphe Wurtz and the Battle for French Chemistry (Cambridge: MIT 
Press, 2001), 55. 
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and Pelletier had reported – a huge discrepancy, even in the context of contemporary analytical 

uncertainty.  According to Liebig, this meant that Dumas and Pelletier’s analysis of morphine was at 

the very least “unreliable.”27  This was Liebig’s first published alkaloid analysis.  As I now show, it 

started a chain of events that resulted in alkaloid analysis becoming Liebig’s chosen route to 

recognition and success. 

Analyzing Alkaloids 

Liebig was convinced Dumas and Pelletier’s analysis of morphine was flawed.  Spotting an 

opportunity for advancement, Liebig from this point on began gathering resources to help him 

persuade other chemists this was so.  His first gambit was to call upon Wöhler.  Earlier that year, 

Wöhler had approached Liebig suggesting they collaborate.28  Liebig agreed to pursue an analytical 

project.29  In fact, Wöhler – who found organic analysis “extremely awkward” – provided only the 

sample for this work and, when their first joint publication appeared early in 1830, all the analyses 

had been done by Liebig.30 

Having helped Wöhler in this way, Liebig looked for reciprocal assistance from his new friend.  

Liebig’s initial goal was to undo the damage done to his reputation by his earlier quarrel with 

Wöhler.  Where Wöhler sought to benefit from Liebig’s analytical experience, Liebig was eager to 

undermine Parisian chemists’ perception that he and Wöhler “live[d] in open feud.”  He therefore 

asked Wöhler to publish “any small piece of work” under their joint names – a request that 

                                                
27 Liebig, “Ueber die Säure,” 391. 
28 L-W, letter 2, Wöhler to Liebig, [20] January 1829. 
29 L-W, letter 4, Wöhler to Liebig, 8 June 1829. 
30 L-W, letter 6, Wöhler to Liebig, 22 November 1829.  Justus Liebig and Friedrich Wöhler, “Ueber 
die Zusammensetzung der Honigsteinsäure,” Annalen der Physik und der Chemie 18 (1830), 161-4.   
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culminated in their second co-authored paper.31  It mattered deeply to Liebig what his “friends in 

Paris” thought.32 

Soon afterwards, Liebig again approached Wöhler, this time proposing a joint analytical study of the 

alkaloids.  Now that he and Wöhler were publicly reconciled, Liebig was changing tack.  Rather than 

seeking to restore his personal reputation, he intended to develop his chemical credentials.  Liebig 

was “actively convinced that, if little by little we … clarify important points in organic chemistry, we 

will thereby produce a revolution,” and he had already selected a suitable target.  “What do you think 

of the organic bases [alkaloids]?” he asked Wöhler.  “I scarcely doubt [i.e. am almost certain] that the 

analyses of D[umas] and P[elletier] are incorrect.”33 

Liebig failed to convince Wöhler to join him, and there are at least two plausible reasons why not.  

Wöhler’s reply to Liebig indicates he regarded analyzing alkaloids as too difficult, and therefore 

unlikely to be productive - an entirely reasonable decision given Wöhler’s limited proficiency in 

organic analysis.34  In other respects, however, Wöhler was more experienced than Liebig and 

certainly better connected.  A couple of months later, after reading Liebig’s investigation of hippuric 

acid, Wöhler not only privately agreed with his mentor Berzelius that Liebig deserved the motto 

“fast and sloppy,” he thought such “negligent” work deserved a slap on the wrist (handplagga).35  

Thus, Liebig’s hasty dismissal of Parisian chemists cast doubt on his analytical capability, leaving 

                                                
31 Justus Liebig and Friedrich Wöhler, “Untersuchungen über die Cyansäuren,” Annalen der Physik 
und Chemie 20 (1830): 369-400. 
32 L-W, letter 14, Liebig to Wöhler, 28 January 1830, and the response, letter 15, Wöhler to Liebig, 
10 February 1830. 
33 L-W, letter 16, Liebig to Wöhler, 8 March 1830.   
34 L-W, letter 17, Wöhler to Liebig, 21 March 1830.   
35 Wöhler to Berzelius, 9 July 1830, in Otto Wallach, Briefwechsel zwischen J. Berzelius und F. Wöhler Vol. 
1. (Leipzig: Engelmann, 1901), 304.  See also Rocke, “Comparative Perspective,” 279, on Berzelius 
and Wöhler’s disapprobation of the style of investigation that Liebig had acquired in Paris. 
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Wöhler less than persuaded by Liebig’s ability to tackle the problem of alkaloid analysis.  To Wöhler 

and Berzelius, Liebig still had a great deal to learn. 

Events were about to overtake Liebig in the form of a published rebuttal from Dumas.  In the 

months since Liebig’s hippuric acid paper had appeared, Dumas had been preparing his response to 

Liebig’s analysis of morphine.  By May 1830, he was ready.  Dumas’s vigorous critique rested on a 

claim to superior analytical skill and experience, and it drew upon new analytical results.  Rather than 

repeating the analysis of morphine, however, Dumas used analyses of an entirely different 

compound called oxamide to refute Liebig – even though oxamide contained nitrogen in much 

greater proportion than morphine.  Since Liebig’s criticism referred explicitly to the difficulty of 

determining morphine’s small nitrogen content, the move to oxamide represented an attempt 

significantly to shift the terms of the dispute. 

With evident condescension, Dumas explained it was his “duty to explain the facts.”36  Dumas 

defended both the analytical method he and Pelletier had employed and the results they had 

obtained.  Where their results differed from Liebig’s, Dumas claimed it was Liebig who was at fault.  

He also disagreed with Liebig about the cause of unreliability in the nitrogen determination for 

hippuric acid and morphine.  The real problem, according to Dumas, was that analysis indicated too 

much carbon dioxide rather than too much nitrogen.  But Liebig, Dumas suggested, had been led by 

analytical inexperience to conclude exactly the opposite.  As this example illustrates, the extreme 

technical difficulties of organic analysis, and especially nitrogen determination, meant that 

                                                
36 Jean Baptiste Dumas, “Sur l’Oxamide, matière qui se rapproche de quelques substances animales,” 
Annales de Chimie et de Physique 44 (1830): 129-43, 133; translated as Jean Baptiste Dumas, “Ueber das 
Oxamid, eine gewissen Thierstoffen verwandte Substanz,” Annalen der Physik und der Chemie 19 
(1830): 474-487, 478. 
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differences in practice and interpretation could easily transmute into attacks on personal credibility.  

This was a thorough, and very public, dismissal. 

Dumas’s censure provoked Liebig to action.  A rough contemporary of Liebig’s, Dumas had also 

traveled to Paris in the early 1820s to learn chemistry.  Since then, however, their paths had 

diverged.  Where Liebig was struggling on the periphery, Dumas had married well and was 

established at the heart of the Parisian chemical elite.37  Criticism from such a source represented a 

serious threat to Liebig’s ambitions.  Liebig responded by tackling the might of Paris head on.  Only 

better alkaloid analyses could save his reputation. 

Turning Point 

Liebig was soon hard at work, preparing to analyze alkaloids – even without Wöhler.  Liebig tested 

new analytical procedures, including some developed by Berzelius, and by August 1830 he was 

searching for novel instruments in hopes of solving what he called the “fatal” problem of 

determining the alkaloids’ nitrogen content.38  Whether Liebig had in mind the technical difficulty of 

this problem or the seriousness of his own situation, or both, we cannot be sure.  In any case, this 

was when – with Wöhler’s mediation – Liebig took another supremely important step.39  Liebig had 

recently learned from Wöhler that Berzelius planned to attend a conference in Hamburg in 

September 1830.40  He had long wished to meet Berzelius, and now Liebig’s mind was made up: 

despite the cost to a poor Giessen professor, he would travel to Hamburg to meet Berzelius.41 

                                                
37 Rocke, Nationalizing Science, 55. 
38 L-W, letter 20, Liebig to Wöhler, [4] August 1830, Liebig. 
39 Berzelius to Wöhler, 14 October 1830 in Wallach, Briefwechsel, 315, retrospectively thanked Wöhler 
for arranging this meeting. 
40 L-W, letter 19, Wöhler to Liebig, 26 July 1830. 
41 L-W, letter 20, Liebig to Wöhler, [4] August 1830.  This encounter, which took place during that 
year’s Conference of German Doctors and Natural Scientists, was the only meeting between Liebig 
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Although Liebig may not have realized it, he was about to find a way of tackling the problem of 

alkaloid analysis, and responding to Dumas.  The evidence is insufficient to show exactly why Liebig 

chose that moment to go to Hamburg to meet Berzelius – though Berzelius’s reputation as a master 

of organic analysis is suggestive.  Nor can we know the details of their conversation.  We do know, 

however, that while in Hamburg they discussed alkaloid analysis and that Liebig afterwards declared 

himself “literally at peace.”42 

Equally suggestive reasoning indicates why Berzelius was able and willing to help the young Liebig.  

Three decades working on the periphery with extremely limited resources meant that no-one was 

better placed than Berzelius to understand Liebig’s isolation and struggle.  Berzelius was also no 

friend of Parisian chemistry.43  He, too, had sought to engage with Parisian analysts and been largely 

ignored.44  His work introduced several important analytical innovations but nevertheless attracted 

stinging criticism from Paris.45  Despite this, at least one of the innovations Berzelius introduced had 

been adopted by Gay-Lussac, apparently without acknowledgment.46  Finally, recruiting Liebig to his 

methods offered Berzelius a means to propagate his analytical approach in a new generation beyond 

                                                
and Berzelius.  L-W, letter ??, Liebig to Wöhler, 28 August 1830, declined Wöhler’s invitation to 
travel to Hamburg via Berlin, something that was beyond the resources of a Giessen professor. 
42 L-W, letter 30, Liebig to Wöhler, 12 October 1830. 
43 See, for example, Berzelius to Wöhler, 9 July 1830 in Wallach, Briefwechsel, 304. 
44 Berzelius to Berthollet, 23 September 1811, in H. G. Söderbaum, ed. Correspondance entre Berzelius et 
C.L. Berthollet (1810-1822) (Uppsala: Académie Royale des Sciences de Suède, 1912), 116, attempted 
to initiate a correspondence about organic analysis with Gay-Lussac.  Gay-Lussac took four years to 
respond. 
45 Louis-Jacques Thenard, Traité de Chimie élémentaire, théorique et pratique, Vol IV. (Paris: Crochard, 
1816), 200-202. 
46 Jöns Jacob Berzelius, “Experiments to determine the Definite Proportions in which the Elements 
of Organic Nature are combined,” Part 2 of 5, Annals of Philosophy 4 (1814): 401-409, 402, 406, 
separated the determinations of hydrogen and carbon as follows: Berzelius obtained a direct measure 
of hydrogen by collecting condensed water in a receiver and trapping water vapor in a small tube 
filled with calcium chloride.  According to Rocke, Nationalizing Science, 22, this approach was soon 
taken up by Gay-Lussac.  But in adopting this separation of hydrogen from carbon, Liebig, “Ueber 
die Säure,” 392, credited Gay-Lussac rather than Berzelius. 
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Paris, a possibility that was no doubt made particularly attractive by his protégé Wöhler’s reluctance 

to work in this area.47 

One thing is clear.  On returning to Giessen, Liebig developed a series of analytical techniques that 

were closely modeled the experimental and theoretical methods Berzelius had previously pioneered.  

As we shall see, within weeks of meeting Berzelius, Liebig’s analytical approach was utterly 

transformed.  Until now, Parisian chemistry had been Liebig’s touchstone.  From here on, he would 

take his lead from Berzelius in challenging Paris. 

The State of the Field 

Before rejoining Liebig in Giessen, it will be useful to pause briefly and outline the state of organic 

analysis, and particularly alkaloid analysis, in 1830.  Learning how chemists used composition and 

formula derived from analysis in their attempts to understand organic compounds like the alkaloids 

will explain why Liebig found Dumas and Pelletier’s analyses so problematic, and why – as we have 

seen – nitrogen was the crux of the matter.  By the middle of 1830, most likely prompted by 

Dumas’s recent rebuttal of his earlier analysis of morphine, Liebig urged nitrogen determination as 

the single most important problem confronting organic analysis.48 

For roughly forty years, chemists had been struggling to determine the composition of organic 

compounds, i.e. how much of which elements they contained.  Analysis showed that all organic 

                                                
47 Berzelius to Liebig, 13 December 1831, in Wilhelm Lewicki, ed. Berzelius und Liebig: Ihre Briefe 1831-
1845 mit gleichzeitigen Briefen von Liebig und Wöhler. 3rd ed. (Göttingen: Cromm, 1991), 19, expressed 
pleasure that Wöhler, thanks to Liebig, had overcome his previous “distaste” for organic analysis. 
48 Justus Liebig, “Ueber die Analyse organischer Substanzen,” Annalen der Physik und Chemie 18 
(1830): 357-367, 357, criticized William Prout, “On the ultimate composition of simple alimentary 
substances; with some preliminary remarks on the analysis of organized bodies in general,” 
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London 117 (1827): 355-388, for failing to address the 
central problem of nitrogen determination. 
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compounds were composed of just a handful of elements (carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and 

sometimes nitrogen).  Burning converted carbon to carbon dioxide gas and hydrogen to water 

vapor.  Nitrogen, where present, also escaped in gaseous form.  In principle, burning a sample of 

known mass and measuring these combustion products allowed the analyst to determine how much 

of each element the sample contained, expressed as percentage composition.49  But in practice, the 

more organic compounds chemists studied, the harder they recognized analysis to be. 

Organic compounds could not be distinguished simply by which elements they contained, as was 

usually the case in inorganic chemistry.  Rather, the same few elements could combine in minutely 

different proportions to make utterly different organic compounds.50  For the results of analysis to 

be useful, they must not only be consistent for the same compound, they also had to differentiate 

reliably between distinct substances in which the same elements were combined in extremely similar 

proportions.  To put this important issue in the context of alkaloid chemistry, consider that Dumas 

and Pelletier found a difference of less than 1% between the carbon content of two quite different 

alkaloids, each derived from tree bark: brucine from nux vomica, and quinine from the cinchona tree.51  

The carbon content they assigned to morphine, meanwhile, was the average of two values separated 

                                                
49 Chemists will be aware that oxygen, unlike carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen, is not now 
experimentally determined during analysis.  Rather, oxygen is calculated so as to bring total 
percentage composition up to 100.  This shift in analytical practice was taking place during the 
period discussed in this essay.  Whereas Dumas and Pelletier attempted to determine oxygen 
experimentally in 1823, Liebig in 1830 calculated oxygen by difference. 
50 It is important not to confuse this issue with the existence of isomers.  Isomers are different 
compounds that have identical composition.  Although chemists confronted similar problems in 
identifying isomeric substances, the matter at issue here concerned distinct compounds whose 
compositions were extremely close but not identical. 
51 Dumas and Pelletier, “Recherches,” 179 cf. 176. 
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by well over 1%.52  This illustrates the important point that differentiating between alkaloids based 

on their percentage composition was pushing analysis to its very limits.53 

In addition, chemists by 1830 generally accepted Berzelius’s demonstration that atomic theory 

applied to organic as well as inorganic compounds.  The move to assigning the number of atoms of 

each kind in an organic molecule, however, was far from being empirically neutral: it altered what 

the analyst should measure, how they should express the results of analysis, and the significance they 

attached to analytical results.  From the 1820s onwards, organic analysis aimed to establish molecular 

formula (e.g. C2H6O for alcohol) as well as percentage composition.54   Many chemists continued to 

prioritize composition over formula, but this change nevertheless implied making additional 

measurements of atomic and combining weight (today’s atomic and molecular mass, respectively).  

Once chemists knew the mass of a molecule and the percentage of each element it contained, they 

could in principle calculate how many atoms of each kind a molecule contained.55  In practice, 

however, such calculations were made highly insecure by the uncertainty of the underlying 

                                                
52 Dumas and Pelletier, “Recherches,” 185. 
53 Liebig would soon identify problems of exactly this kind.  Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 24-26, 
reported a difference of only about 2% in the carbon content of the closely related cinchona 
alkaloids, quinine and cinchonine: 75.76% and 77.81% respectively, cf. theoretically required values 
of 74.39% and 78.67% resp.  The formulae Liebig assigned differed by just 2 atoms of hydrogen and 
1 of oxygen between the two cinchona alkaloids, quinine (C20H24N2O2) and cinchonine (C20H22N2O). 
54 Jöns Jacob Berzelius, “Experiments to Determine the Definite Proportions in Which the 
Elements of Organic Nature Are Combined,” Part 1 of 5, Annals of Philosophy 4 (1814), 323-31, 323; 
and Jöns Jacob Berzelius, “Essay on the Cause of Chemical Proportions, and on Some 
Circumstances Relating to Them: Together with a Short and Easy Method of Expressing Them,” 
Annals of Philosophy 3 (1814), 51-62, argued for the validity and usefulness of molecular formulae.  
Ursula Klein, Experiments, Models, Paper Tools: Cultures of Organic Chemistry in the Nineteenth Century 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2003) is the classic study of the introduction of Berzelian 
formulae. 
55 Ursula Klein, “Shifting ontologies, changing classifications: plant materials from 1700 to 1830,” 
Studies in History and Philosophy of Science 36 (2005), 261–329, 261, highlighted this important shift in 
chemists’ conception of the composition of organic matter.  As skepticism about the ontological 
significance of atoms grew during the nineteenth-century, many chemists including Liebig 
substituted the term “equivalent” for “atom.”  For more on this, see Alan J. Rocke, Chemical Atomism 
and the Nineteenth Century: from Dalton to Cannizzaro (Ohio State University Press: Columbus, 1984). 
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experimental data, with the result that producing a formula was far from a routine deductive process 

at this time.  In 1823, Dumas and Pelletier reported the percentage composition and formula of 

every alkaloid they studied.  These were the first published formulae for alkaloids including 

morphine.56 

Assigning formula as well as establishing composition had significant consequences for alkaloid 

analysis.  Because alkaloids like morphine are large molecules composed of relatively light atoms, 

small differences in percentage composition determined by analysis could have a significant effect 

on how many atoms the analyst assigned.  When Dumas and Pelletier measured morphine’s nitrogen 

content, for example, they found 5.53% nitrogen and assigned two nitrogen atoms in the formula 

(C30H40N2O5).57  If Liebig’s 1829 analysis was right and their nitrogen determination was 10% too 

high, it was entirely possible that Dumas and Pelletier had assigned the wrong number of nitrogen 

atoms to morphine.58 

It mattered a great deal to chemists around 1830 how many atoms of nitrogen alkaloids like 

morphine contained.  This was because, in addition to their powerful physiological action, many 

alkaloids also neutralized acids – something chemists attributed to the presence of nitrogen in the 

molecule.  This led the Parisian pharmacist Pierre Jean Robiquet to speculate that nitrogen existed 

within alkaloid molecules in the form of ammonia, a simple compound of nitrogen and hydrogen 

that neutralized acids.  This was an attractive idea with the potential to give some hint concerning 

the origin of the alkaloids’ medicinal activity, as well as to begin explaining their chemical behavior.  

                                                
56 Dumas and Pelletier, “Recherches,” 189-1.  Formulae, for Dumas and Pelletier, were subservient 
to percentage composition, serving as heuristic devices rather than reflecting any commitment to 
atoms as real entities. 
57 I have adjusted Dumas and Pelletier’s formula to bring it into line with the system of atomic 
weights Liebig used in 1830. 
58 Usselman, “Uncertain Route,” provides an excellent explanation of the relationship between 
analytical data and combining weight in fixing the number of atoms of each kind. 
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The problem was that chemists could not agree about the relationship between the number of atoms 

of nitrogen in the molecule and the quantity of acid any particular alkaloid could neutralize.  Dumas 

and Pelletier’s analyses led them to reject Robiquet’s proposal outright.  But Liebig, because he 

doubted Dumas and Pelletier’s results, saw this matter as unresolved and therefore worthy of further 

study. 

By late summer 1830, Liebig’s technical dispute with Dumas over the alkaloids’ nitrogen content had 

brought him to the heart of fundamental debates concerning the methods, apparatus, results, and 

interpretation of organic analysis.  On one side stood Paris, the dominant tradition in which both 

Liebig and Dumas had trained.  Parisian chemists prioritized the pursuit of maximum precision in 

measuring percentage composition – and, for chemists in Paris at this time, precision meant 

measuring gases by volume.59  This was why Gay-Lussac and Thenard made organic analysis into a 

high precision science based on measuring the volume of gaseous combustion products that they 

collected over mercury and under glass.  Only increasingly precise measurements of gas volumes, 

they believed, would allow chemists to determine reliable composition and formulae for organic 

compounds.  This was the Parisian analytical tradition, and it was decidedly volumetric. 

This legacy explains why Dumas and Pelletier measured the alkaloids’ carbon and nitrogen content 

by volume.  To do this, they collected carbon dioxide and nitrogen gases together and measured the 

volume of this mixture before introducing a substance (potassium hydroxide) that absorbed the 

carbon dioxide, leaving nitrogen as a residue.  Measuring this residual volume of nitrogen enabled 

them to calculate the volume of carbon dioxide removed, and hence the ratio between the volumes 

of nitrogen and carbon dioxide.  For morphine, this ratio was roughly 1 part nitrogen to 30 parts 

                                                
59 As late as 1828, Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac, Cours de Chimie (Paris: Pichon et Didiers, 1828), 26, 
maintained that: “In the analysis of plants, it is necessary to try to obtain gaseous products rather 
than solid products, because with gaseous products, one attains a greater degree of precision.” 
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carbon dioxide, which represented the proportions of nitrogen and carbon in morphine.60  In fact, 

this bare ratio was the only experimental result Dumas and Pelletier published for morphine – 

something that greatly annoyed Liebig because it made it difficult to evaluate their analyses.61  

Already in 1829, Liebig realized that the extremely small proportion of nitrogen in morphine meant 

that any inaccuracy had a very much larger effect on the percentage nitrogen determined by analysis 

than it did on carbon.62  As we shall see, this differential effect on carbon and nitrogen would be 

crucial to Liebig’s 1830 alkaloid analyses.  He would also learn that errors in the percentage of 

nitrogen determined by analysis had much less effect on the number of nitrogen atoms assigned in 

the formula than at first appeared to be the case. 

Berzelius, meanwhile, had been a solitary challenger of this volumetric supremacy for well over a 

decade.  To Berzelius, consistent measurements were more important than absolute analytical 

precision – provided, of course, that the results were good enough to allow the analyst to assign the 

number of atoms with confidence, and hence to produce a reliable formula.  This commitment to 

replicability meant that the results should be very similar, regardless of who did the experiment, and 

it led Berzelius to prefer simple experiments and apparatus.  And, because he believed it was easier 

to weigh things accurately than to measure gas volumes precisely, Berzelius measured all the 

products of combustion analysis by mass not volume.63 

The shift from volume to mass was far from Berzelius’s only contribution to the field of organic 

analysis.  In 1814, Berzelius had dramatically improved the reliability of hydrogen determination in 

                                                
60 Dumas and Pelletier, “Recherches,” 184-5. 
61 Justus Liebig, “Ueber einen neuen Apparat zur Analyse organischer Körper, und über die 
Zusammensetzung einiger organischen Substanzen,” Annalen der Physik und Chemie 97 (1831), 1-47, 
13. 
62 Liebig, “Ueber die Säure,” 391. 
63 Jöns Jacob Berzelius, “An Address to those Chemists who wish to examine the Laws of Chemical 
Proportions, and the Theory of Chemistry in general.” Annals of Philosophy 5 (1815): 122-131, 129. 
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the analysis of organic compounds that contained no nitrogen.  Where analysis had previously 

measured hydrogen (i.e. water) in connection with carbon dioxide, Berzelius pioneered a direct, 

independent measurement of each element.64  Separating carbon and hydrogen determinations 

proved an effective strategy that produced more reliable results, especially for hydrogen.  But 

although this innovation was soon adopted by Parisian analysts for hydrogen, they persisted in 

measuring nitrogen and carbon dioxide in a single experiment.  The Parisian approach inevitably 

produced results for nitrogen that were linked to carbon.  This was how Dumas and Pelletier 

measured nitrogen, and it was the method Liebig had learned from Gay-Lussac.  By the time he met 

Berzelius in Hamburg, however, Liebig’s early attempts to analyze alkaloids meant that he was 

looking for something new. 

In Liebig’s Laboratory 

Let us now rejoin Liebig in Giessen on his return from Hamburg in late September 1830.  Liebig 

immediately resumed analyzing alkaloids.  In addition to morphine, Liebig also analyzed brucine, 

strychnine, quinine, cinchonine, and narcotine – all medicinally important alkaloids that Dumas and 

Pelletier had studied in 1823.65  Liebig’s goal was to produce new formulae for the alkaloids that 

were better than Dumas and Pelletier’s.  Following Berzelius, Liebig sought to improve the reliability 

of both carbon and nitrogen determinations by measuring these two elements in two separate 

experiments.66  Liebig launched both arms of this two-pronged attack on the alkaloids almost 

simultaneously.  For the sake of clarity, however, I begin with carbon and the story of the Kaliapparat 

                                                
64 Berzelius, “Experiments,” Part 2 of 5, 406. 
65 Dumas and Pelletier had also analyzed veratrine, emetine, and caffeine. 
66 L-W, letter 20, Liebig to Wöhler, [4] August 1830, shows that Liebig was also contemplating a new 
apparatus for nitrogen determination at this time. 
Analyzing morphine also entailed finding out how much hydrogen and oxygen were present.  
Because these elements were not the focus of Liebig’s dispute with Dumas, this chapter does not 
address these aspects of Liebig’s analytical approach. 
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before continuing to Liebig’s attempts to develop a direct, independent measure of nitrogen based 

on Parisian volumetric apparatus.  In both cases, Liebig’s strategy was fraught with difficulty. 

The remainder of this chapter follows Liebig inside the laboratory in order to understand how he 

approached this demanding work.  Liebig’s 1830 notebook was crucial to the new insights on which 

this account is built.  Although historians have known about Liebig’s notebooks for decades, they 

have been little used – despite increasing recognition that such rare, manuscript sources provide 

invaluable access to scientists at work.67  Somewhat ironically, one of the leading proponents of 

notebook studies, historian of chemistry Frederic Holmes, may be partly responsible for this neglect.  

In 1987, Holmes concluded that Liebig’s few, “rather unsystematic notebooks” probably did not 

provide “sufficient detail and coverage to reconstruct an unbroken research trail.”68  Holmes urged a 

completeness that Liebig’s surviving archive could not support.  The only other study to use these 

sources – by chemist Melvyn Usselman and historian Alan Rocke – operated on a very different 

level.  Usselman and Rocke relied on an overview of Liebig’s 1830 notebook to produce a timeline 

for the invention of the Kaliapparat.  Their paper reproduced Liebig’s sketch of a prototype 

Kaliapparat (55v) [Figure 1.1], but this turns out to be one of the notebook’s few readily 

comprehensible entries.69 

This study takes a completely fresh approach.  I use a detailed reading of the 1830 notebook to 

elucidate exactly how Liebig tackled the analysis of just one alkaloid, morphine.  Morphine was the 

                                                
67 The Bavarian State Library in Munich, Germany, holds twelve of Liebig’s laboratory notebooks, 
the earliest of which (Liebigiana IC1, consisting of 89 [+2] leaves) bears the date ‘1830’ on its cover. 
68 Frederick L. Holmes, “Justus Liebig and the Construction of Organic Chemistry,” in James G. 
Traynham, Essays on the history of organic chemistry (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 
1987), 119-134, 132.  I began work using a microfilm copy of Liebig’s 1830 notebook held in the 
library of the Max Planck Institute for the History of Science, Berlin, Germany.  In order to 
complete this study, however, I also worked with the original notebook held in the Bavarian State 
Library, Munich, Germany. 
69 Usselman et al., “Restaging Liebig.” 
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first alkaloid Liebig analyzed, and the easiest to obtain.70  It was also the alkaloid to which Liebig 

repeatedly returned during the final months of 1830.  Highlighting a series of key moments in 

Liebig’s struggle with morphine allows me to explain what was at stake for Liebig in this work, and 

why its outcome was so very different from what we have previously been told.  Studying Liebig’s 

notebook leads to significant revisions in almost every aspect of what we think we know about 

Liebig’s goals during this period, and what he in fact accomplished using the Kaliapparat.  By 

exposing Liebig’s struggle and the origins of his analysis mania, we shall come to a radically new 

understanding of this crucial early phase in Liebig’s career. 

Developing the Kaliapparat 

Almost immediately on his return from Hamburg, Liebig invented the Kaliapparat, a small piece of 

glassware that trapped the carbon dioxide gas released by burning the sample [Figure 1.1].  By 

weighing the Kaliapparat before and after analysis, Liebig obtained a direct measure of the mass of 

carbon dioxide produced in the analysis, and hence of the mass of carbon in the sample – much as 

Berzelius had previously pioneered a direct measurement of hydrogen by mass.  Because the 

Kaliapparat measured only carbon dioxide, it enabled Liebig to determine carbon entirely 

independently of nitrogen – something the standard volumetric analysis could not do.71 

Liebig’s initial goal was to establish that the Kaliapparat produced similarly reliable values for carbon 

as the existing volumetric method.  But when Liebig began using a prototype Kaliapparat in early 

October 1830, his first recorded measurement of morphine’s carbon content was much too low 

                                                
70 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 15.  With help from Wöhler and others, Liebig acquired morphine from 
two pharmacists, Emanuel Merck in Berlin and Carl Wittstock in Darmstadt, which he analyzed 
without any further purification. 
71 Liebig demonstrated that the presence of nitrogen did not affect the Kaliapparat’s reliability as a 
device for measuring carbon by analyzing two nitrogen-rich substances, urea (62v) and cyanic acid 
(64v).  These analyses were published in Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 8.  
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(55%, 43v) compared with the best existing values – which, in 1830, were still Dumas and Pelletier’s 

(72.02%).72  Since this result was clearly far too low, Liebig now worked to improve his prototype 

Kaliapparat, and his developing device produced rapidly increasing values for carbon. 

 

 
Figure 1.1.  The sketch of a prototype Kaliapparat from Liebig’s 1830 notebook is shown here above an 

illustration of the final apparatus from Liebig’s 1831 published paper.  The 1831 diagram shows the 
Kaliapparat containing potassium hydroxide solution to absorb carbon dioxide gas produced by burning 
an organic substance in the combustion tube on the left.  Bent into a triangle, the Kaliapparat could be 
suspended from the hook of an analytical balance.  Its shape also slowed gas flow through the liquid, 

thereby increasing absorption. 
Above: Liebigiana IC1, fol. 55av.  Courtesy of the Bavarian State Library, Munich, Germany. 

Below: Justus Liebig, “Ueber einen neuen Apparat zur Analyse organischer Körper, und über die 
Zusammensetzung einiger organischen Substanzen,” Annalen der Physik und Chemie 97 (1831), 1-47.  

Courtesy of the Science Museum Library / Science & Society Picture Library. 

Because Liebig believed Dumas and Pelletier’s method produced reasonably reliable measures of 

carbon, he had a valuable indicator of when his device was working properly.  In 1823, Dumas and 

Pelletier had calculated the percentage carbon in morphine as the average (72.02%) of two distinct 

                                                
72 L-W letter 29, Liebig to Wöhler, 12 October 1830, tends to confirm the provisional date suggested 
by Usselman et al., “Restaging Liebig,” 8, for Liebig’s invention of the Kaliapparat. 
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values (71.38% and 72.68%).73  Their results therefore defined a range of acceptable values for 

morphine’s carbon content.  As he continued experimenting with the Kaliapparat, Liebig soon 

recorded a result that fell within this range (71.4%, 44v).  This was surely an important moment for 

Liebig.  For the first time, his Kaliapparat had produced a reliable value for carbon. 

 
Figure 1.2.  These pages from Liebig’s 1830 notebook show analytical results for morphine.  Top left is a 
gravimetric determination of hydrogen, with a volumetric determination of carbon and nitrogen below.  

This is one of three published results for morphine’s nitrogen content and the only one Liebig used to fix 
his 1831 formula for morphine: C34H36N2O6.  Liebig matched raw results to percentage composition on 

the left, while the facing page shows how he calculated composition.  Only the form and units (cc vs. g) of 
Liebig’s results make it possible to infer the method of analysis from a record that includes no 

descriptions of any kind. 
Liebigiana IC1, fol. 45v/46.  Courtesy of the Bavarian State Library, Munich, Germany. 

                                                
73 Dumas and Pelletier, “Recherches,” 185, calculated 72.02% as the average of two readings 
(71.36% and 72.68%) obtained by analyzing morphine from different sources. 
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We may be fairly certain this is what Liebig was doing because of what happened next.  Immediately 

after this, Liebig recorded two markedly lower values for carbon (68.5%, 69.1%, 45v) produced 

using the Kaliapparat in his notebook [Figure 1.2].  This change in the direction of his results seems 

to have unsettled Liebig.  Perhaps wondering whether his sample of morphine contained less carbon 

than Dumas and Pelletier's, Liebig analyzed morphine again, this time using the established Parisian 

volumetric method.  This experiment (72.0%, 46v) gave a result right in the middle of Dumas and 

Pelletier's given values, suggesting that the Kaliapparat was still recording values for carbon that were 

too low.74 

Liebig set to work with the Kaliapparat again.  Since his three further analyses increased the carbon 

content, we must assume he modified his method and, possibly, the apparatus.  Of this most recent 

set of results, the last two (56v and 68v) produced remarkably similar values for carbon (calculated 

on 63v and 69 as 72.38% and 72.3%, respectively).  Both these values lay in the upper part of the 

range previously defined by Dumas and Pelletier.  For reasons examined below (in the section 

Skating on Thin Ice), Liebig published only these two results for morphine’s carbon content in 

January 1831.  The average of these values somewhat exceeded Dumas and Pelletier’s average, but 

these results nevertheless lay well within the range defined by their 1823 analyses.  Although Liebig 

had not surpassed them, his new apparatus had at last produced carbon determinations that he 

considered as good as Dumas and Pelletier’s. 

                                                
74 Liebig, like Dumas and Pelletier, was working with morphine supplied by two different 
pharmacists, Merck and Wittstock.  The Kaliapparat gave 71.4% carbon for morphine from Merck, 
but no more than 69.1% carbon for morphine from Wittstock.  Liebig used Wittstock’s morphine 
for the volumetric analysis, which gave the carbon content as 72.0%.  A discrepancy of almost 3% 
between these two values was well outside the acceptable range. 
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Liebig’s Struggle with Nitrogen 

Liebig, meanwhile, had also been searching for a direct, independent measure of morphine’s 

nitrogen content.  Following Berzelius’s strategy of measuring each element separately, he intended 

to design a procedure that measured only nitrogen.75  As with carbon, Liebig anticipated that 

measuring morphine’s small nitrogen content independently of carbon would improve reliability.  

But Liebig did not develop an entirely new apparatus, nor did he attempt to measure nitrogen by 

mass.  In fact, his innovations were largely procedural modifications of the Parisian volumetric 

approach described above (in The State of the Field) – making it necessary to pay attention to 

exactly how Liebig measured nitrogen in order to understand the trajectory of this work. 

The key distinction between Liebig’s method and the Parisian approach concerned the results he 

recorded.  He followed the Parisians in collecting nitrogen and carbon dioxide gases together.  

Rather than measuring this total volume, however, Liebig removed carbon dioxide and recorded the 

residual volume of nitrogen.  In this way, Liebig measured nitrogen independently of carbon.  Liebig 

was measuring volume rather than mass, but he otherwise made determining nitrogen as similar as 

possible to measuring carbon dioxide using the Kaliapparat. 

The shift to direct measurement had significant consequences.  As discussed below (in Challenging 

Dumas), Liebig suspected that some of the nitrogen liberated on combustion eluded measurement 

because it was not collected in the receiver, remaining elsewhere inside the analytical apparatus.  This 

concern prompted Liebig to modify the standard apparatus and procedure.  In the standard method, 

potassium hydroxide was introduced into the collected mixture of carbon dioxide and nitrogen gases 

                                                
75 “After a series of futile experiments,” Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 4, “felt himself obliged entirely to 
separate the determination of nitrogen from that of carbon.”  Since Berzelius had no personal 
experience of nitrogen determination, he was presumably unable to provide Liebig with specific, 
practical guidance concerning how to do this. 
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after combustion.  But, since Liebig was not measuring carbon dioxide in this experiment, potassium 

hydroxide could be present in the analytical apparatus right from the start.  He therefore 

incorporated a small glass vessel containing potassium hydroxide solution into the volumetric 

apparatus, using this after combustion to flush all the nitrogen produced into the collecting vessel.76 

Ultimately, Liebig recommended using potassium hydroxide in this way when measuring nitrogen.  

But he also experimented with a variation of this method that warrants particular mention here 

because it produced results he chose to publish (4.51%, 44v; 4.99%, 45v).77  Instead of potassium 

hydroxide, Liebig substituted ammonium hydroxide, introduced before combustion in just the same 

way.  He soon learned that this method produced unpredictable results and later dismissed it as 

“fruitless” but – as we shall see below (in Skating on Thin Ice) – this did not prevent Liebig from 

using the results it produced in fixing morphine’s formula.78 

These analyses of morphine showed Liebig the significance of another problem with nitrogen 

determination – one that had long been recognized in Paris and which applied to any method based 

on combustion.79  Where Liebig had previously highlighted a role for residual atmospheric nitrogen 

in producing results for nitrogen that were too high, he now acknowledged a distinct problem with 

exactly the opposite effect.  One of the underlying chemical assumptions of organic analysis was that 

combustion released nitrogen in elemental form.  As Liebig now realized, this was far from being the 

case. 

                                                
76 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 9-10, and Table 1 Figure 3. 
77 Cf. Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 17. 
78 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 11-12, and Table 1, Figure 4.  Liebig recognized the cause of this 
problem as what chemists today would call the non-ideal behavior of ammonia.  In Liebig’s 
experiments, this led to considerable variation in the final volume of nitrogen. 
79 This problem had long been recognized by Parisian analysts: see Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac, 
“Recherches sur l’acide prussique,” Annales de chimie et de physique 95 (1815): 136-231, 183n. 
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In fact, the conditions of combustion analysis promoted unwanted side reactions of nitrogen.  These 

side reactions produced gaseous products that were chemically similar to carbon dioxide.  Potassium 

hydroxide therefore removed them from the gas mixture collected on combustion along with carbon 

dioxide.  As a result, the measured residual volume of nitrogen was falsely low.80  The same problem 

affected the Parisian method in a very similar way.81  Where side reactions occurred, combustion 

analysis always produced values for nitrogen that were too low.82  The analyst could sometimes 

detect these side reactions because the products appeared as brown fumes inside the analytical 

apparatus.  But especially for compounds like morphine that contained so little nitrogen, this tell-tale 

sign was easily overlooked.  Precisely where its effects were most damaging, the problem of side 

reactions was extremely hard to identify.83 

Liebig responded to this problem in three ways.  One involved adjusting the conditions of analysis 

to try to prevent the problematic side reactions of nitrogen from occurring in the first place.  Liebig 

also recommended many repetitions of the nitrogen determination.  Finally, Liebig insisted that the 

analyst should not simply average these results – as was then standard analytical practice.  Rather, he 

advised using only those results “in which a completely colorless gas was obtained.”  By selecting 

data in this way, Liebig claimed he was able to determine nitrogen “with greater accuracy” than 

could be attained using the standard method.84  In fact, however, Liebig produced only one 

                                                
80 Nitrogen tended to oxidize under the conditions of combustion analysis, producing acidic 
nitrogen oxides. 
81 In fact, the problem was worse for the Parisian method: because side reactions doubled the 
apparent volume of nitrogen, they elevated the combined volume of carbon dioxide plus nitrogen; 
but since this volume was then removed from the mixture, the final, residual volume of nitrogen was 
too low; overall, therefore, side reactions made the ratio of nitrogen to carbon dioxide much too 
small. 
82 Since nitrogen and carbon were linked in the standard volumetric analysis, this would also tend to 
produce values for carbon that were too high. 
83 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 10. 
84 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 9-10.  
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publishable result this way (3.97%, 69v) and (as we shall see in Skating on Thin Ice) he did not use it 

when assigning a formula to morphine.85 

When Liebig recommended this method of nitrogen determination in January 1831, his 

endorsement was highly equivocal.  It was, he said, merely “the least bad” among all those he had 

tried.86  In private, Liebig was even more scathing.  As he admitted to Berzelius, his method of 

nitrogen determination was “tiresome, time-consuming and, in a word, quite unbearable,” while 

nitrogen’s side reactions had driven him to “despair.”87  By the end of 1830, Liebig knew he had 

failed to come up with a method of nitrogen determination that clearly surpassed Dumas’s.  After all 

his efforts, this was surely a dispiriting outcome. 

Challenging Dumas 

Having reached this impasse with nitrogen, Liebig made another strategic move that combined his 

approaches to carbon and nitrogen.  He had already begun using the independent measure of carbon 

provided by the Kaliapparat to evaluate results for nitrogen produced by Dumas and Pelletier’s 

standard volumetric method (56v, 68v).  Having failed to find a better method for nitrogen 

determination, Liebig now set out to use the Kaliapparat to expose the flaws in their method.  

Dumas’s response to Liebig’s previous criticisms indicated that he did not see anything problematic 

in the way he and Pelletier had measured how much nitrogen morphine contained.  But Liebig 

certainly did, and he was determined to convince others that he was right. 

Liebig’s fundamental problem with Dumas and Pelletier’s volumetric method concerned the fact 

that this method determined nitrogen and carbon from linked measurements made in a single 

                                                
85 Cf. Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 17. 
86 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 10. 
87 Liebig to Berzelius, 8 January 1831, in Lewicki, Berzelius und Liebig, 5.   
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experiment.  This meant that – for a given combined volume of carbon dioxide and nitrogen, as 

measured in the volumetric analysis – any erroneous increase in the volume of one gas inevitably 

decreased the volume of the other.  Because the volume of nitrogen was so much smaller than the 

volume of carbon dioxide, any error in how the total volume of the mixture was split between 

carbon dioxide and nitrogen had a very much more significant effect on nitrogen than on carbon 

dioxide.  This gave rise to a significant problem with Dumas and Pelletier’s nitrogen determinations 

that did not noticeably affect carbon.88 

Liebig wished to demonstrate that the link between nitrogen and carbon, combined with the 

universal tendency of nitrogen to undergo side reactions during combustion analysis, invalidated 

Dumas and Pelletier’s nitrogen determinations.  His strategy was to compare the total gas volume 

measured by their standard volumetric method with the same volume calculated from a carbon 

determination made using the Kaliapparat.  His notebook contains more than one such calculation 

(beginning at 57) but these are more than usually difficult to sequence reliably because of extensive 

overwriting and revision.  For the sake of clarity, what follows is an explanation of the version of 

this calculation that Liebig published in January 1831, linked to the relevant notebook entries.89 

This is how Liebig’s calculation worked.  Using his largest carbon determination made with the 

Kaliapparat (72.38%, 56v), Liebig converted the mass of carbon dioxide to a volume, which he then 

scaled to take account of the much smaller sample burned in volumetric analysis.  In this way, Liebig 

used a result obtained with the Kaliapparat to calculate the volume of carbon dioxide that volumetric 

analysis should measure (131.86 cc, 69).  By adding this calculated volume of carbon dioxide to an 

                                                
88 This differential effect on nitrogen and carbon also explains how Liebig could simultaneously 
calibrate his Kaliapparat against Dumas and Pelletier’s carbon determinations, and use the Kaliapparat 
to argue that their nitrogen determinations were flawed. 
89 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 2-4. 
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average volume of nitrogen determined by his method of direct, volumetric measurement (3.608 cc), 

Liebig produced a calculated combined volume of carbon dioxide plus nitrogen (135.468 cc).90 

When Liebig compared this calculated volume to the total volume of carbon dioxide and nitrogen 

gases actually measured in the standard volumetric analysis (Liebig averaged three results to give 

132.071 cc), however, he found a significant discrepancy.91  According to Liebig’s calculation, 

volumetric analysis measured a lot less gas than it should.  Liebig used this outcome to argue that the 

existing volumetric method routinely produced a total gas volume that was too low, and hence a 

residual volume of nitrogen gas that was far too small.  As a result, Liebig claimed, “all the mistakes 

that are made in the qualitative [volumetric] analysis, as well as all observational errors, fall on the 

calculation of nitrogen.”92  As we have already seen (in Liebig’s Struggle with Nitrogen), this concern 

prompted Liebig to propose several modifications to the standard method of nitrogen 

determination. 

As Liebig presented it in January 1831, this argument was empirically somewhat insecure, and it 

certainly relied on an intrinsic circularity.  Liebig did not make clear how he had obtained the 

experimental results manipulated in this calculation.  Nor did he explain that the average volume of 

nitrogen was itself an outcome of a method extremely similar to the one he was criticizing.  By using 

the Kaliapparat in this way, however, Liebig developed his technical dispute with Dumas along lines 

that capitalized on his own growing expertise.  By the end of 1830, Liebig had more experience of 

analyzing alkaloids like morphine than any other chemist.  Even though he was unable to produce 

                                                
90 Liebig did not explain the source of this average result for nitrogen.  Although it was similar to 
nitrogen determinations recorded in his notebook, I was unable to produce this exact figure by 
averaging any of those reported values. 
91 Liebig used at least some of his own analytical data as the basis for this calculation, including a 
volumetric analysis recorded at 68v. 
92 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 9. 
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better results for nitrogen than Dumas and Pelletier, Liebig used measurements of carbon made 

using the Kaliapparat to claim superiority in this field. 

Skating on Thin Ice 

In order to complete and publish this work, Liebig needed to assign formulae to the alkaloids he had 

analyzed.  By 1830, formulae were a required output of analysis, essential to Liebig’s goal of 

superseding Dumas and Pelletier’s analyses, and necessary for him to comment on Robiquet’s 

proposal concerning nitrogen’s role in the alkaloids’ ability to react with acids.  Understanding the 

process by which he assigned morphine’s formula reveals that Liebig by this time prioritized formula 

over composition as the most significant output of analysis.  Comparing the private and published 

record also indicates that producing a formula for morphine that would compare favorably with 

Dumas and Pelletier’s pushed Liebig to the edge of – and perhaps somewhat beyond – the limits of 

contemporary analytical possibility. 

It is important to recall that assigning formulae in 1830 required skillful interpretation of uncertain 

experimental results.  Liebig used atomic masses published by other chemists but even these 

remained unstable during this period.93  He measured morphine’s molecular mass himself, recording 

four such measurements in 1830 (beginning at 50v).  As soon as he had all the results he needed, 

Liebig began the process of fitting a formula for morphine (54).  Heavy revisions in Liebig’s 

                                                
93 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 13, adopted Berzelius’s atomic weights during this work.  Liebig’s 
published paper used 76.437 as the atomic weight of carbon (on a scale where oxygen is 100; 
equivalent to 12.23 on a scale where oxygen is 16) where he had previously relied on the “usual 
abbreviated” atomic weights.  See Jöns Jacob Berzelius, "Ueber die Bestimmung der relativen 
Anzahl von einfachen Atomen in chemischen Verbindungen," Annalen der Physik und Chemie 7 
(1826): 397-416.  Jöns Jacob Berzelius, “Ueber das Atomgewicht des Kohlenstoffs,” Annalen der 
Pharmacie 30 (1839): 241-49, discussed continuing debates concerning carbon’s atomic weight.  By 
1845, Jöns Jacob Berzelius, Atomgewichts-Tabellen (Braunschweig: Vieweg, 1845), 5, reported carbon’s 
atomic weight as 75.12 (equivalent to 12.01). 
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notebook show that he frequently adjusted analytical calculations, and hence the formulae he 

assigned, in accordance with variations in the underlying data.94 

Liebig’s early attempts to produce a formula for morphine failed because he was unable to reconcile 

his analytical results with the measured molecular mass (50v, 53v, 54).95  Once Liebig measured 

carbon at over 72.3% (56v, 68v), however, he succeeded in producing several possible formulae for 

morphine, one of which he would publish (C34N2H36O6, equivalent to C17H18NO3 today).96  In 

tracing how Liebig produced this formula, I shall not address how Liebig produced analytical results 

for hydrogen and oxygen.  Nor do I examine how Liebig evaluated the relative stability of the 

various kinds of data on which this formula rested.97  Instead, what follows continues to focus on 

how Liebig used his analytical results for carbon and nitrogen to arrive at the number of atoms of 

each element in the morphine molecule. 

Liebig began by selecting for publication only the most reliable results from among all the analyses 

he had done.  In the case of carbon, for example, Liebig knew the Kaliapparat tended to produce 

values for carbon that were too low, rather than too high.  Liebig therefore published only two 

                                                
94 For example, Liebig converted the mass of carbon dioxide measured by the Kaliapparat to the mass 
of carbon using the percentage by mass of carbon in carbon dioxide.  This value was published as 
27.65% by Jöns Jacob Berzelius and Pierre Louis Dulong, “Nouvelles déterminations des 
proportions de l’eau et de la densité de quelques fluides élastiques,” Annales de chimie et de physique 15 
(1820), 386–395, 395, but the notebook indicates that Liebig also used other values when 
performing calculations of this kind, e.g. 27.64% on 53v. 
95 It is likely that this failure reinforced Liebig’s view that the Kaliapparat had yet to produce 
adequately accurate values for morphine’s carbon content.  Equally, assigning a satisfactory formula 
for morphine was probably significant in convincing Liebig when the Kaliapparat began working 
properly. 
96 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 18.  Liebig proposed formulae for morphine containing 34 and 36 
carbon atoms during this work.  Adjusted to modern values, this means that Liebig’s analyses left 
him in doubt as to whether morphine contained 17 or 18 atoms of carbon. 
97 As Melvyn Usselman, “Liebig’s Alkaloid Analyses: The Uncertain Route from Elemental Content 
to Molecular Formulas,” Ambix 50 (2003): 71-89, 74, noted, Liebig believed (for reasons he did not 
explain) that molecular mass was far more stable than percentage composition derived from analysis 
– even though both were experimentally determined. 
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results (72.3%, 56v and 72.38%, 68v) – those that had produced the largest percentage carbon.98  

Although these two results for carbon were very similar, Liebig did not average them to produce a 

mean value for use in fixing the number of carbon atoms in morphine.  Rather, having used his raw 

data to assign the most plausible formula, and so to identify the required number of carbon atoms in 

the molecule, Liebig then selected only the result that most closely agreed with the theoretical 

percentage of carbon this formula required.  This heuristic interplay between practice and theory 

explains why Liebig used only the higher value (72.38%) to produce a new formula for morphine 

that contained 34 carbon atoms (equivalent to 17 atoms today). 

Liebig made similar selections when it came to nitrogen.  We saw in the previous section that Liebig 

learned to discard nitrogen determinations in which telltale brown fumes indicated that unwanted 

side reactions had taken place.99  It seems probable that this was why Liebig rejected all but three 

measurements of morphine’s nitrogen content (4.51%, 44v; 4.99%, 45v; and 3.97%, 69v).  Just as 

with carbon, Liebig selected a single nitrogen determination (4.99%, 45v) from among these 

published values as the basis for his proposed formula.  As Liebig explained, this value was 

significantly higher than the other two published results.100  It also gave by far the best fit with the 

theoretical value his assigned formula required.  In choosing this result, however, Liebig’s desire to 

present his analytical results in the best possible light caused him to mislead his readers. 

When Liebig published these three results for nitrogen in January 1831, he gave no indication of 

how they had been obtained – despite having used several different methods for measuring nitrogen 

during this work.  Anyone reading his paper would therefore make the reasonable inference that all 

three results had been produced by Liebig’s recommended method.  In fact (as we saw in Liebig’s 

                                                
98 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 17. 
99 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 10. 
100 Leibig, “neuen Apparat,” 18-19. 
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Struggle with Nitrogen) this was not the case.  Only one of these results was produced by Liebig’s 

recommended method (3.97%, 69v), while the other two (4.51%, 44v; 4.99%, 45v) had been 

obtained using the method he claimed to have discarded as unreliable.  The value Liebig used in 

fixing morphine’s formula was therefore almost 1% higher than the only published value to have 

been produced by his recommended method (3.97%, 69v).101 

It is no surprise to find that Liebig’s approach to assigning a formula for morphine relied heavily on 

data selection.102  Indeed, it is perhaps a mark of the extreme difficulty of determining morphine’s 

nitrogen content that Liebig entirely suppressed the highly dubious empirical foundations on which 

this formula rested – at the same time as he extolled the virtues of reporting raw analytical data.103  It 

is also worth noting in the case of morphine that, although Liebig’s nitrogen determination differed 

significantly from Dumas and Pelletier’s (4.99% cf. 5.53%), the formula he ultimately assigned 

contained an identical number of nitrogen atoms (two). 

                                                
101 Usselman et al., “Restaging Liebig,” 32, concluded from their study that Liebig’s “implicit 
rationale” for selecting this value as the basis for his new formula for morphine “was that the largest 
sample of morphine was likely to give the best values.”  By undermining the equivalence of his 
results, this study suggests that Liebig’s choice was driven by theoretical rather than empirical 
concerns and that – contra Usselman et al. – the motive was to improve the results of his analysis of 
morphine. 
102 Several classic studies have demonstrated that data selection is fundamental to science: John 
Earman and Clark Glymour, “Relativity and eclipses: the British eclipse expeditions of 1919 and 
their predecessors,” Hist. Stud. Phys. Biol. Sci. 11 (1980): 49–85, 85; Gerald Holton, “Subelectrons, 
presuppositions, and the Millikan–Ehrenhaft dispute,” pp. 25–83 in The scientific imagination: case studies 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1978), 52–54 and 71–72.  Yet we remain without agreed 
boundaries concerning what kinds of selection are permissible, and which are not.  This account of 
Liebig’s alkaloid analyses develops our understanding of this important aspect of the scientific 
process by suggesting that both experiment and theory can be justifiable grounds for selecting data, 
while Liebig’s lack of empirical candor seems beyond the pale. 
103 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 13, claimed his paper provided “numerical details,” and this assertion 
led Usselman, “Uncertain Route,” 78, to infer that Liebig reported all his experimental data.  
Similarly, Usselman et al., “Restaging Liebig,” 32, believed Liebig did not “make any attempt to 
conceal the [data selection] process from his readers—quite the contrary.”  However we interpret 
Liebig’s motives, his notebook undermines both these readings of his work.  
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Despite his conviction that Dumas and Pelletier’s method of measuring the alkaloids’ nitrogen 

content was flawed, Liebig learned by experience that the number of nitrogen atoms in the formula 

depended on much more than the percentage composition determined by analysis.  This distinction 

between analytical results and formulae had important consequences for Liebig.  Although in general 

his nitrogen determinations were rather similar to Dumas and Pelletier’s, Liebig nevertheless 

assigned different numbers of nitrogen atoms than Dumas and Pelletier in the formulae of several 

other alkaloids.  Yet, in the end, Liebig was dismayed to realize that he could come to no decisive 

conclusion concerning Robiquet’s proposal.  Although the alkaloids’ ability to react with acids 

seemed “linked to the presence of nitrogen,” it was impossible to say whether nitrogen was present 

as ammonia or in some other form.104 

Towards the end of 1830, Liebig was in a tricky situation.  He had already criticized Dumas and 

Pelletier’s morphine analysis in print, and discussed his intention to pursue this criticism with both 

Wöhler and Berzelius.  Yet Liebig had in fact failed to resolve the problem of measuring the 

alkaloids’ small nitrogen content and, as we have seen, his formula for morphine was based on 

rather insecure experimental evidence.  Despite intensive investigation of the alkaloids, Liebig had 

not accomplished his original purpose.105  Liebig had begun this work convinced that Dumas and 

Pelletier’s alkaloid analyses were deeply flawed.  In fact, his own analytical results were remarkably 

similar.106  Nor, finally, could Liebig point to any decisive theoretical intervention as justification for 

publication. 

                                                
104 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 28.  See also Liebig to Berzelius, 8 January 1831, in Lewicki, Liebig und 
Berzelius, 4. 
105 Liebig to Berzelius, 8 January 1831, in Lewicki, Liebig und Berzelius, 5, stressed the extreme 
difficulty of this work. 
106 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 18, admitted the difference between them was “not significant.” 
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Far from being poised on the brink of success, Liebig now confronted the difficult task of managing 

a catalog of disappointments.  Liebig’s career ambitions meant that he was nevertheless under 

considerable pressure to publish.  It was surely unthinkable that so much effort might not lead to a 

significant publication.  Reading Liebig’s notebook, however, indicates only one genuinely successful 

aspect of this work: Liebig had invented a new piece of analytical apparatus that produced results for 

carbon every bit as good as Dumas and Pelletier’s with a fraction of the time, effort, and expense.  

In reviewing the outcome of three months’ exhausting and frustrating struggle, Liebig evidently 

arrived at the same conclusion.  When he published these alkaloid analyses in January 1831, Liebig 

called his paper “On a new apparatus.” 

Liebig’s Accomplishment 

From the time he left for Giessen in 1824, Liebig defined his career in relation to Paris.  After 

initially seeking to build his reputation by adopting Parisian analytical methods, his encounter with 

morphine in 1829 prompted Liebig to challenge Paris.  Understanding this reversal explains how 

Liebig became embroiled in conflict with Dumas, and why their early disputes centered on analyzing 

alkaloids.  Liebig’s struggle with Dumas – and with Paris – was fundamental to his ambitions, and it 

provides the crucial and previously overlooked context for Liebig’s meeting with Berzelius.  This 

was Liebig’s first direct exposure to a different chemical tradition, in which small, cheap apparatus 

displaced the costly equipment that enabled Parisian chemists’ achievements.  Immediately following 

this meeting in August 1830, Liebig invented the Kaliapparat. 

One issue in particular has obscured Liebig’s reasons for inventing the Kaliapparat.  Because previous 

historians have focused on the ultimate consequences of this work rather than Liebig’s original 

purpose in tackling the problem of alkaloid analysis, it has been difficult for them to appreciate what 

role Liebig originally intended the Kaliapparat to fulfil.  Although Liebig’s Kaliapparat measured carbon, 
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and this eventually became its only function in organic analysis, Liebig introduced the Kaliapparat as 

part of an analytical strategy aimed primarily at superseding – or at least undermining – the Parisian 

approach to nitrogen determination. 

This conflation of function and purpose has allowed historians to neglect the disputatious nature of 

Liebig’s work on the alkaloids, which they perhaps viewed as damaging to an idealized vision of 

science and scientists.  But by focusing on a retrospectively assumed success, they have done less 

than justice to Liebig’s struggle – with Dumas, and with the technical difficulties of organic analysis 

ca. 1830.  By imagining that the Kaliapparat was only ever about carbon, and that it provided an 

instant solution to the problem of organic analysis, we are left unable to grasp what was at stake in 

this work.  Those stakes were high, not just for Liebig personally, but also in the larger contest 

between the established resources of elite Parisian chemists and a newer, more materially accessible 

vision of how chemistry should be done. 

This study leads to several fundamental revisions in the historiography of nineteenth-century 

chemistry.  Despite the widely repeated historical assumption that the Kaliapparat solved both the 

specific problem of analyzing alkaloids, and the more general problem of organic analysis, my 

reading of Liebig’s 1830 notebook indicates that his alkaloid analyses using the Kaliapparat were at 

best partially successful.  In fact, Liebig would continue to grapple with the problems of organic 

analysis for at least another decade – and he regarded the alkaloids as beyond the reliable limits of 

analysis throughout this period.107 

In January 1831, Liebig published new formulae for morphine and the other alkaloids he had 

studied.   Although we have seen clearly the fragility of his evidence, this was nevertheless a 

                                                
107 Cf., for example, Brock, Gatekeeper, 48-51, which outlined Liebig’s analytical contributions under 
the title “Organic Analysis Perfected.” 
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significant achievement that advanced the possibility of a molecular understanding of these 

medicinally important and chemically interesting substances.  Liebig here was pushing the 

boundaries of applicability of Berzelian formulae and the atomistic conception of matter that such 

formulae embodied.  But this makes it particularly important to appreciate that Liebig’s formulae 

were plausible rather than definitive, becoming merely one among several possibilities whose 

correctness was debated by mid nineteenth-century chemists.108 

In fact, though recent work has praised the accuracy of Liebig’s formulae for morphine and other 

alkaloids, this aspect of Liebig’s work was largely ignored by his contemporaries.109  Even Berzelius, 

who - having helped Liebig to pursue this project – took far more interest in Liebig’s alkaloid 

analyses than anyone else, was not persuaded by his formulae.  On the contrary, Berzelius privately 

pointed out several errors in Liebig’s published analytical results, and suggested alternative formulae 

he found preferable.  Over the coming months, Berzelius repeatedly encouraged Liebig to extend his 

study so as to produce more convincing evidence concerning the alkaloids’ composition and 

formulae.110  It is surely a mark of his failure to solve the problem of analyzing alkaloids that Liebig 

could not be induced to do so.  “These experiments,” he complained to Berzelius, “were so 

laborious that they drove me to despair.”111 

                                                
108 Emil T. Wolff, Vollständige Übersicht der Elementar-analytischen Untersuchungen organischer Substanzen, 
nebst Andeutungen über die verschiedenen Theorien über deren Constitution (Halle: Anton, 1846), 491-2, 
reported no less than seven distinct analyses of morphine. 
109 Usselman, “Uncertain Route,” 87. 
110 Berzelius to Liebig, 22 April 1831, in Lewicki, Liebig und Berzelius, 7-8; Berzelius to Liebig, 13 Dec 
1831, in Lewicki, Liebig und Berzelius, 21. 
111 Liebig to Berzelius, 8 May 1831, in Lewicki, Liebig und Berzelius, 9-10. 
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Nitrogen was largely responsible for Liebig’s despair.  Liebig certainly had not solved the problem of 

measuring the alkaloids’ nitrogen content.112  Nor was the method he proposed adopted by other 

chemists as a way of reliably determining nitrogen in organic compounds.  In fact, it was to be 

Dumas – rather than Liebig – whose method became the accepted approach to measuring nitrogen 

during the remainder of the 1830s.113  Nitrogen determination therefore continued to be a focus of 

ongoing, heated analytical disputes between Liebig and Dumas, even as their professional situations 

relative to each other changed. 

Although it reported work that was far from consistently successful, Liebig’s 1831 paper marked an 

important watershed in his career.  Liebig’s new apparatus did indeed attract the attention and 

admiration of other chemists.  But this was not for the reasons usually given in the historical 

literature.  Liebig’s Kaliapparat was not innovative because it measured carbon by mass.114  Nor did it 

improve the accuracy of carbon determination.115 As Liebig himself explained in 1831, “Nothing is 

new about this apparatus apart from its simplicity, and the complete reliability it offers.”116 

                                                
112 Although Usselman, “Uncertain Route,” and Usselman et al., “Restaging Liebig,” 47, noted 
Liebig’s lack of success with nitrogen, they did not pursue its significance for either Liebig’s 
accomplishments and career, or chemistry’s future development. 
113 Rocke, “Comparative Perspective,” 290. 
114 Cf. Ferenc Szabadváry, History of Analytical Chemistry (Chemin de la Sallaz, Switz.: Gordon and 
Breach, 1992 [1966]), 285.  Szabadváry’s book remains the only dedicated history of analysis.  In 
fact, both Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier, Oeuvres de Lavoisier, Vol. 1 (Paris: Imprimerie Impériale, 1864), 
347–351, and Berzelius, “Experiments. Part 4,” 406, measured carbon by mass.  This misleading idea 
is nevertheless persistent, as Usselman et al., “Restaging,” 5, shows. 
115 Usselman, “Uncertain Route,” 74, and Usselman et al., “Restaging Liebig,” 4, 33, used 
reconstructed alkaloid analyses to claim that Liebig’s Kaliapparat improved the accuracy of carbon 
determination.  Despite the many useful insights these studies produced, it is therefore worth noting 
that Usselman and his collaborators reconstructed Liebig’s method and apparatus as described in 
1837.  A similarly later viewpoint perhaps explains why Brock, Gatekeeper, 50, also claimed improved 
accuracy for Liebig’s carbon determinations.  As we shall see in Chapter Three, Liebig and his 
students did a good deal of work to improve and stabilize carbon determination using the Kaliapparat 
in the intervening years. 
116 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 4-5. 
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This reference to reliability warrants some explanation.  Together with Liebig’s reference, elsewhere 

in the same paper, to “the higher degree of precision” the Kaliapparat enabled, it has been the source 

of considerable historical confusion.117  These comments make it easy to see why historians might 

conclude that the Kaliapparat was always more accurate than the volumetric method.  But reliability 

and precision do not imply accuracy.  Rather, they indicate that the Kaliapparat produced more 

consistent results than was previously possible.  In other words, Liebig’s original claim for the 

Kaliapparat was greater replicability rather than greater accuracy. 

In fact, the Kaliapparat’s most significant virtues were speed, and simplicity.  Berzelius, despite his 

other concerns, was full of admiration for Liebig’s productivity.  “I find it utterly inconceivable,” he 

marveled, “how you have been able to carry out all these things in such a short time.”118  Liebig’s 

good friend Wöhler was finally persuaded to give organic analysis a try, becoming a competent 

organic analyst during two weeks in Giessen in late 1831.119  Even Liebig’s rival Dumas conceded 

that the Kaliapparat was “destined without any doubt to change the state of organic chemistry within 

a very short time.”120  By early 1832, presumably persuaded by its ease of use, Dumas was using 

Liebig’s Kaliapparat regularly and “with full success.”121  This was not, however, because Dumas 

accepted either Liebig’s formulae for the alkaloids or the superiority of his method of nitrogen 

determination.122 

                                                
117 Liebig, “neuen Apparat,” 4-5, 7.  
118 Berzelius to Liebig, 22 April 1831, in Lewicki, Berzelius und Liebig, 6. 
119 Wöhler to Berzelius, 24 November 1831, in Wallach, Briefwechsel, 380-81. 
120 Jean Baptiste Dumas, “Lettre de M. Dumas à M. Gay-Lussac, sur les Procédés de l’analyse 
organique,” Annales de Chimie et de Physique 47 (1831), 198-213, 198. 
121 Jean Baptiste Dumas, “Sur l’Esprit Pyroacétique,” Annales de Chimie et de Physique 49 (1832), 208-
10, 209 
122 Dumas, “Lettre,” 199, 204.  See also, Jean Baptiste Dumas, “Recherches de chimie organique,” 
Annales de Chimie 53 (1833), 164-181. 
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Although other chemists were almost entirely indifferent to Liebig’s formulae for the alkaloids and 

skeptical about his method of measuring nitrogen, they recognized the utility of his new analytical 

device.   The Kaliapparat was a success because, by transforming skill and scale, it made possible a 

new kind of chemical experimentation.  As a result, it changed the course of Liebig’s career.  Over 

the coming few years, chemists across Europe adopted the Kaliapparat.  In fact, the Kaliapparat was 

so successful that Liebig himself no longer mentioned it in papers published after 1833.  As we shall 

see, the Kaliapparat also introduced a revolutionary new relationship between maker and instrument, 

teacher and student, chemist and chemical community that would ultimately liberate chemistry from 

the dominance of Paris.  How it did so is the subject of the next chapter. 


